Paragon Insurance Holdings Invests in
Cloud Business Intelligence (BI) to
Enhance Analytics Capabilities
AVON, Conn., March 12, 2018 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Paragon Insurance
Holdings, LLC (“Paragon”), a national multi-line specialty MGA, has selected
LeapFrogBI, LLC, an agile business intelligence provider, and Sisense, Inc.,
to develop an advanced data warehouse and enable enhanced reporting
capabilities.

Since being formed in 2014 Paragon has grown rapidly to fifteen programs,
with controlled premiums exceeding $125M, and offices in Avon, CT, San
Francisco, and Seattle. By strengthening the data capture and analytics
capabilities on the strong systems that already exist, Paragon increases its
differentiation and commitment to success.
“Adopting agile business intelligence ensures our analytics capabilities will
continually fulfill their full potential,” said Enrico Ferrante, COO of
Paragon. “We’re excited to be working with LeapFrogBI and Sisense to develop
a solution that delivers key insights and supports strategic decision
making.”

LeapFrogBI, based in Austin, Texas, enables enterprise and mid-sized
customers to manage and optimize business by the numbers. Its unique BI as a
Service offering is a complete cloud business intelligence solution that
enables companies to achieve success with analytics without developing
complex solutions in house.
“The addition of Paragon to our customer community underscores the preference
modern market leaders have for cloud business intelligence, and their trust
in LeapFrogBI to deliver a solution that can perform and grow along with
their business over time,” said Paul Felix, partner, LeapFrogBI.
Sisense, headquartered in New York, N.Y., enables thousands of companies
worldwide to turn data into insight. Its unique In-Chip™ and Single Stack™
technologies simplify every step of the BI process – from data preparation to
discovery of insights.
About Paragon:
A broadly diversified MGA, Paragon provides unique opportunities and
solutions to retail agents, insurance carriers, reinsurers and vendor
partners. Please visit http://www.paragoninsgroup.com/ for additional
information.
About LeapFrogBI:
LeapFrogBI provides business intelligence as a service, consulting and data
warehouse automation software to help leading companies leverage their data
for analytics purposes. Please visit www.leapfrogbi.com for additional
information.
About Sisense:
Sisense takes a radically different approach to business analytics. The
company’s obsessive commitment to consistent product innovation and customer
success enable organizations to instantly reveal insights from complex data.
It’s BI for everyone, everywhere regardless of technical expertise. Sisense’s
agility allows business users with no technical background to get the
accurate intelligence at the very moment it is needed without waiting hours,
days or even weeks for answers. Sisense provides a complete business platform
to prepare, analyze and visualize large, volumes and variety of data. Its
unique In-Chip® and Single Stack® technologies simplify every step of the BI
process – from data preparation to discovery of insights. From innovative
startups to global brands like GE, Wix, Nasdaq and Philips, thousands of
organizations worldwide embed Sisense in their everyday business to reveal
instant insights.
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